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Public Policy for Children: A Psychological Perspective
f .

A marked feature of sociopolltigal activity.in recent years

has been the effort to.foster.the legal, political, and social-

. psychological-status of various grou s that have, historically,

been disenfranchised, discriminated against; and denied.their

legitimate riglifts: The heightled consciousness' regarding blacks,

other ethnic minorities, and women has been extended to include

children. This increased awareness of children's rights is one

factor eontriPuting to 'contemporary ferment regarding public

policies for children (N. Feshbach E. S. Feshbach, Note 1).

An even more salient factor has been the, federal investment in

educational,. health and welfare programs designed to meet the

needs of various groups of children during the past two decades.

1.,Further, changes in the social structure such as the increasing

proportion- of single mothers and women inthe labor market have

created additional-pressures-for federal support for 4arly care

taking and early educational resources for yoting children. Psy-

chologists have become centrally involved in these social and

. .Cedulcati:Onal issues i several different capacities--as developers
So

andas evaluittors of programs, as experts testifying on the

efficacy of various procedures and programs, and as advocates

foe chllien.

However, the entrance of psychologists into the deCision,

making arena of public policy. affecting children, despite its

;
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/importance and necessity, cantdt be desCribed as 0 harmoniods

procession. The marchers, to extend the metaphor, are frequently

put of step and occasionally even trip.each.other; some feel they_

have earned, or perhaps inherited, the prerogative of leading

the parade while others are attempting to challenge the elf-)

appointed drum majoris and majorettes: Further, there are still

many who are not only reluctant to enter the procession but'who

are engaged in vigorous efforts to 4scourage others from parti-

cipation. The conflict, confusIon and cacophony that, in our

opinion, characterizes our discipline's current poture regal-cling

the role of poliCy does not serve the best interests of psychology.

More important, it' does not serve the test interests of children

-and their families.'

1.,p is the th1sis of this paper that the formulation of:public

policy affecting Children requires the participation pf a wide,

spectrum of psychological expert's. -The latter should include 'both

the basic researcher and the applied practitioner, each of whom 411..

has something important to contribute to,this distussiori. Psy-

cheagists may contribute to policy analysis and debate in therole

of expert or as advocate. We'shall consider the' importance of
4

distinguishing between these roles, while.berng-particuiarly care-
,

411

ful to av 4.e4uating vigor of advocacy with certainty of scientific

judgment, However,,it.is our contention that it the list analysis,

all psychologists workingwith children have the reaporisibility bf

ftnctioning,ai adlocatesfOl'children. Both children and the
a

f
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profession will benefit from this process -'- children, through-the

articulation of their needs yid effoits in their behalf by pro-,

. fedsippals, and through the sharpening of values and

/.the interchange of diverse views that policyl.4nalysis

_There are many questions that' can raised-in regard to the
f.

psyChOlogist' s robe in the area ofr- pUblic ipolicifor children.

We shall focus gn t'wo)issues: the first is addressed to a clarifi-

cation of roles--of tite psychologist as expert, as advocate, and

as a participant ix policy analysisiand policy making. The second

is concerned with a consideration of who shall fuection as.an expert

and/or asan advocate, and the mechanism by which_the views of

psychologists can be most effectively. and,ekpress'ed.

The diverse roles that psychologists assume in the public

policy process--as experts, as advocates, policy participants,

are all clearly related. Nevertheless, there are important dis-

tinctions among them, distinctions that when ignored may confuse

the public and create problems for the profesict. The role of

4 "expert" is a techhical one, drawing upon the specialized training

and experiences that define the profession. The psychologist's

kriowledge of relevant research literature, mpthodololical Soph'is-
s

tication and clinical and related competencies, provide the

ingredients of his or het "expertise." Thee skills are used

for evaluative purposes when the psychologist is called upon to .

function in the role of exper/t. The evaluation may range from

appraising the research literature pertinent to some issue affecting

I
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children, and assessing the li)ebly utility of a proposed proce-
-

dure for achieving a=particular behavioral goal, to suggesting a

recommended course of action.

.The psychologist as advocate, in.contrIst to the expert

role; may be conceptualized as_an effort extended by,a professional

in behalf "of particular needs of children oriii effort' to real ze

particular value§ that affect children. While the o rot may

overlap in some ways, they diffSlr in sevexalvt onally

ficant respects: The expert,, traditionally, is reactive, being

typically called Upon.to render a judgment. The advocate, however,

is engaged In the active-pursuit-or defense of a program believed,'

to be in the interests of children. Thus, psychologists'engaged in

the effort to eliminate, the use of corporal punishment in public-

'schools have sought out opportunities to testify, pave diseminated,

.through articles and public addresses, the arguments against the

use of corporal punishment and have alternative modes
/bf discipline and behavior control XN. Feshbach, et al: Note 2).

However, some experts, concerned about.\the degree of scientific

support foralleged 4eleterious consequences of corporal Punishfttent,
,

..7. Jove been loath to co it, themselves in regard to
t

Issue.
.

. .

Experts, with.someunfortunate exceptions, in general, remain,

close to the theoretical and empirical bases for their judgments: -

t'.7
. .

, probabilitles and qbalificatidns Are attached to th eir statemehts.

Advocates,
k

wfiile possibly remaining 'close to their.data.base,

have ctitisena course of action. In,the expert role, the evidentiary

a
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status of a prcipogitipn is primary., In the advocacy role the..

needs 'o
1
f and other group as well., assume'a higher position'

in the value hierarch$:

Unfortunat ely, role bdhavior in the ieal world is complex and

does,riot neatly accord withlfhe distinctions that have been made.

Some advocates4function primarily as experts restricting their
.

advocacy role to a review of the evidence supporting a particular

policy. position. Some expertt may become very active in their

opposition to advocacy, _somuch to that they are esserit-ia.11y fun-,

ctioning as advoCatds. Thus 'experts" OW may acti:vely-campai

to bl9ck the American Psyphologic'al Association from taking ,a
P

position on the use of corporal punishment in the schools are

implicitly adOpting an advoCacy role in support of the status quo.

Whether or not their advocacy is based, upon the belief that the

scientific evidence does pot warrant a change in this particular

social policy or the belief that the elimination of caningin

British schools is a symptom if not the cause of Britain,: economic

and pdlitical decline, the effect is the'same: suppoft of current

institutional practices in regard to corporal punishment. In brief,

we cannot eschew the advocacy role. Thit is'a matter that will

be 9onsidered again at the-conclusion of this paPer.

To illustrate further differences between the expert and

'advocate roles, it is useful to ftamine these male's in the context.

of a broad policy issue such as federal subsidy of daycare centers.

The adoption of such.a program entails a number-9f considerati9ns--

7
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.political, economic. social, educational and psychological; and-theJ
, )

policy maker draws upon 'experts -from ill' of these Areas toarrivef.f.at a deciston. .Wi'thin.the ed.pcatioreal-ps'ychological domain, there,

16are a variety of -queStions'concerning which expert evaluations and.

inferences are pertinent. What are the developmental effects of

participation in daycare programs?! Are these effects short-lived

or enduring? How does such p ticipation by the. child affect the

family structure, particular the child's relationship with the

other family members? What are the differences in the pattern

of the child's development between participation in daycare centers,

versus attendance at a home nursery or being raised at,homelak a

single parent.who does not work, or being raiiped in an intact two
. .

parent-family structure? What are the Aternatj.ves fox the single

parent who must wi)rk? What are the psYchological effecti-of not

providing daycare on the care giver? These questions are 'not

exhaustive or sufficient. A statement of effects'without a speci-
,

fication of conditiont is only half an answer; and in this case

half may be worse. than none. Thus we would want to know whether

variations in daycare centers result. in substantial differences

in developmental outcomes. Can we specify the properties of a

quality daycare program and formulate minimal and ideal standards?

Are'there.significant individual differences in the effects of

daydare? Can. we, 01r perhaps more to the point,!leed we idatify

children for whom daycare'is.an'undesirable alternative? And there

are, of course, still other variables, pertaining to.personnel

1
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requirements, traininy, libcal
,

autonoMy, and sOon,'t. at need to

be evaluated by the'psYdboIogist.

. . In responding to these questiocs; the expert draws upon two
.

.
.. - -

, .
.,

. primary sources of data--that provided by research findings and

,-4-
\_
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that provided by professional/ obserVations. We wish to emphasize
q a

.$

the point that'tHe.observations gathered in the cpurlikof profes-
v

. . 4

sional experience as well as.the obserl./atiobs'obtained'in the course
4

of scientific Studies are relevant to.the formulatigo of expert judg-.1.6
, ''=,.

, ' ,,,
..7

ments. in regard to the daycare issue, professional observations

y be usefully. divided into two sub-sets, those based on the actual

nvolveient in the management of daycare centPrs and those obtained 1

inthe oourse of clinical practice. As a rule, eachof these data

sourcesiwill be represented by different grotps of experts; 00

while there may be 'concurrence amor g 4,11 these txaes of experts,

differences irevaluatiOns are much more likely o be the case.

For theresearchW, the effects and degirability of daycare is an
SO

"*.

open question to be resolyed by Ve verdict of the findings. The
i

- .

major problem/usually confronting these experts is.a gap between

the available research and the specific question_at issue. Unfor-
0

tunately, definitive studies are rarely at hair, and the scientists'

,statements concerning the effects of d4ycare and'reievant parameters

must be qualifi ed- HoWever, there is striking variation among

reearchers as to the degree of evidence they ma/require to make
AP

an assertion at a high level oV confidence, and as to.their willing-,

'07 ".

ness to bridge the gap between a modest data base and.an important

I 4
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social judgMent. This isnot td say that scientists should not
.-4.- , I . 1 . i . .

ft \, /

'proffer evaluations regarding daycare or other issues of moment,but,
te

in doing so, the cautions and caveats that our limited knowledge
A

occasions.'should be detailed.
. .

Professional practjti9ners, in.contrait, can be more confident

in their-assertio444easmuch As their evaluatiOns, while subjective,

carry no pretension beydnO.the range of theif ability and experience:

They, do. not speak'sin the name of Scielce, mantle that elic-its an

aura of impersonal objectivity and established fact. the frame

of (refesrence of the professional d *ectly involved in daycare also

differs from that'of the researcher. The former, in a very real

sense, has already made a commitmgnt.to.propositions regarding

which .the researcher may -be uncertain. Thus, in general, profeL
.

.

. Y

.signals invoived.1 daycare'arelikelly to believe in the positive
' /, . . .

value of 'daycare for the young child. If 'daycare were harmful to
.

. 7 .

children-or ineffective/ they would presumably be engaged in some
X

other activity. Their concerns are much more likelY, to i`id with

the type' of daycare program and mode of support rather than with

the value of daycare as such. The scientist- expert may take the

Position that individually' based professional judgments 'are an

unreliable data source and ought not enter into the decision making

process. This is a cavalier, although not uncommon, position in

'matters regarding children.

go.

The issue of the relative weights of scientifieversus other
II*

professional judgments in theevaluation of daycare, or.Head Start,

or parent training, is.a complex one that warrants more exhaustive.. J

10
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analysis'than the time limits )of is paper permit. For our

plirposest, it is pertinent to note hat one importantjatateter.is

the adequacy of the research agsee ment-'-that is, the validity

of the measureg,.-the procedures, th comprehensiveness ofthe

eibaluation, the'degree ofreplicabi ity'of research findings, the

degree'of inference required and 'so . Another parameter is the

extent of, professional experiencewi h varying types Of daycare

models and varying populations.

Judgments friom another data source--e*perienceoderiVed from

clinical samples' are, in this*staR.se, uhrellatile. An observation'
.

that a youngster who attended a daycare center has beha4or problems

or thatsome children have emotional distuFbances that,r0y be
%

related to daycare placement provides no basi' for afgeneralized

judgment about daycare. Moreover; conc dsions based on untested

clinicaltheory-,e.g.,%it,is' harmful to maintain children in day-.

care centers because they will be deprived Of maternal 'gratifipa-1-

tion of basic narturance needs, af re no more than speculation and

do not carry the same status as research findings or direct daycare

observations. It may be noted that the clinician's* perspective,

qua cliqioian, n6'iess than the researcher's perbpective 141the.
,

practitioner's perspective disposes the expert towai/d a particular
"

judgment. In general, the clinician tends to be disposed towerd

a negative evaluation, the daycarlorracqtioner toward a positive

valuation; and the researcher toward a skeptical evaluation.

Thediffering perspectives of the researcher and the practi-

tioner, Whet taken conjointly, provide-a useful balance in' the

A
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determiAeWorkofpublif policy: A practitioners commitment toward
-

.,.* 2 - sT:, ,

, .' )1, partitulariWtpgram can,be .tempered an balanced by the reseircRer1.5
, p-

. ;;, , 0

Systemati... ua.eveittion of'that program y,: .Conversely, res'earcher's
I ,-,,, 4,4.

evaluationean be tempered and balanced by the clinidian's, experience.'
,

Policy issues in regard to compensatory education .are a case in
t'

point'.:Jhe extenSive,evaluation of federal funding of a number Of.
,compensatory education programs has resulted in serious questioning.

as to; whetker these funds are accomplishing-the obj4ctivei,for-

-wh,i.ch they were intended, despite.the enthusiasm ofmany pradt#ioners

for theses prOtirms... At the same tine, the'experience'a4nd peispec-,,
..

tive of the prattitionox has-belped temper the riegative.Coriclusions

drawn by ome researchers. For example, practitioners efxperiencqs

with compensatory educational progiams helped balance the. sweeping

#
pessimistic generalizations and the-unwarranted genetic inferences

made by Jensen in.his provocative Harvard Review gaper (1.9411,)-

These latter observations are particularly impbrtantto 'consider

in foefnulatipg lic policy, given the-fact that the evaluation
-ti

datd,used by_Jen en were largely based on programs that took many

different forms, had been-in-effect-short periods of -time, many' .-
4

for a yar ore less, and were administered with varying degrees of

1/
efficiency and enthusiasm.

.
1 /rn,.addition, the differing perspectives pro'ided by the,

,
,

researcher and the practitioner have different relationships to the

a

N.

advocacy role: Professional practice,imPlicitly entails, a form of
I

aertocacy. 'Theprofessionalinvolved_in daycare is. an advocate of ! *

12
t
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daycare for children although possibly not an advOate of federal

subsidization.of daycare. One might.expedtithen,'thatpractitioners.
. .

will recognize the:need for and participate in child aaVocacy ICTO-

grams' at a much earlier point than the reseaTchercdncerned with

Child deve lopment. Thus, it/has been the professional practitiOneri,
P

plus a4sprihkling of resear
/

essionAl tackgrounds, who

.corporal

°grams to

have been in the vanguard o the g'le o elite nat
,

,punishment in educational Institutions, to develW

counteract child'abuse, to augment mental health research for child-.

ren, and to wand. the scope of daycap and other early' childhood

facilities. The initial differences in entry .in,the.advocacY role
.

make some tension between the researcher and the practitioner

almost inevitable, a tox.

arrival to a chi 1d

in policy matters.

ion tha 'become's exacerbated when a recent

,advocacy cause becomes aTrimary spokesperson
S

The process 1,;f advocaCY,'while a directed effort-to change

policy, shAld be' distinguished fromCthe more general role that .

. .

,

psychologists could play in the formulation and'implementation ofI- . , .

policy,. Policy analysis entails a consideration of alternatives(

lithe potential benefits and costs for each alerniiive, and their
,

i .,-
1associated probabilities, require specifiCatiot. Moreover, some, ,

quantitatiye ordEring-,Apf the costs and,petefi4, even if only on

. a .nominal scale, is,required. The queStion of wild.
, 7

Values to emotional costs, cogiitive.gains, financ al xpendi ures,
40

materialwelflre, political liability is a..thorny,one He!

prbbleM of how it should be done. In essence, the recor nation.

.10
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.of coliflicting.vafues Is thecore 'of the political.proceis.

-Wh, e.reaS'adults may communicate their/interests through political

actions; children are not a potent constituency. 'Nor are very
40

young,cpildren'capable-of cognizing their interests. It appears

.then that childrren's interests require representation by Othek

groups or individuals. Pitrents are, of course, the most impOrtant
,*

of these groups. professionaJs constitute another group, their

value attributions frequently, but not always, coinciding with*

those of parents.

_Me formulatioq, of p olicy entails still another element that

warrants comment, namely the analysis of the forces necessary to

bring abo ut and maintain a policy. change. Thus, it is ''insufficient

to decide that increased federal support of daycare is desirable
.

ands td illocate funds for this purpose if one cannot insure that

daycare centers will maintain their vital5ty and effectiveness.

.'Analogously, one might concurin a policy permitting the use of

aversive pfocedures to'modify the behavior of eriously disturbed

children engaged in self-destructive actions. -However, if one

,-.-
/dbuld not control the spread of aversive methods of behavior control

to a wider array of children, or the use of.these aversie-Proce-

res as'punTglment for deviations from prescribed behaviors, then

the adoption of the policy will have proved to have been counter-

productive. In-short, policy formulation and research entail a

comprehensive analysis-of options and their consequences. The.

-policy maiNr should have a systems orientation, sensitive to the

(
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ripples and countercurrents'that'adoption-of a particular policy

knight initiate. Therefore, policy research, whether carried out

by a psychol

\--In

''st or another professional, must be, 'to quote
.

Etziani (1971), evitably critical."

Advocacy may constitute the outcome of a particular.policy
O

analysis but(not necessarily. Advocacy can be more fruitfully

conteived)as the expression of a particular interest group. Since

the interest group with which we are concern/6-d consists (DI children

/ who cannot articulate and act in an organized manner on their

interests,' we believe that,it,is entirely proper that:psychdlogists--
1

whether investigators or practitioners, also function in,,an advocacy

-role.

individuals1Whose prOfessign is intimately, finked to children,

research scientists, clinicians, educators, pediatricians, pro-
4

bation.officers--the list is long and should, of course, include

4
parents--have a special responsibility toward children. Many

derive their livelihood front work with children by observing them,

writing about them'or through lecturing about them; and for,ihis

,reason, if for no other, have an obligation to represent the best

interests of children, however one'defirrdi "best interests." In

using words such as "obligations" and "responsibility," one runs

the risk'df appearing moralistic, e'ven'pagionizing. However, we

would 'sOlgest that the "ought" implied in these phrases does not

,derive from the invocation of4a "superego"-type structure, but

fP

rather is, based upon a clarificati n of the dimensions and ramifi-

. cations of a profeSsional role th t entails involvement with

.children. There is extant'a view of this professional role that

15
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encourages dissociation from Involvement in the representing of

children's interests and in the real world of policy and politics.

'However, we are asserting that.by virtue of their Professional,\

activities in studying and working with children and their families,

psychologists. have also acquired the role of being one of the spokes-

Persons fonchildren..

At this point, we turn to thesecond.principal issue to-which,
1$% .

thit paper is tddressed=-namely, the,mechanism for participation

of psychologists as advocates and as experts in furthering the

best interestjs of children. Andtherway of phrasing this issue is

to ask who shall be the expert and child advocate. There is, of

course, the obyious distinction between individuals' who speak for

themselves and individuals who speak or'theprofession. Any

psychdlogist can presumably speak for him/herself in slippprt of

value affecting.children. The interesting.question is howthe

profession can arrive at agreement regarding evaluation of instru-
.,,,

mentalities,' and articulation of children's needs, and how it can

best represent agreement and differences in views, whet the latter

exist, as,thAy.so often do, in the implementation of public policy

for children. 1

In stating the 'question in this form, itJ4e'plear that We are
,

-. .

expressing some dissatisfaction with the current stat7 of affairs
/,-.

with respect to .the paoticipation of psycholo ,its in the formulation0
bf public policy that-affects children. From our persp ctive,,the

role that psychology and psychologists have played i he social

policprarena has frequently been idiosyncratic, haphazard, and

'16
ao
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often, fortuitous. In'addition, as has been indicated earlier,

.participation in-the policy proceis has been characterized by

tension between the "experts" and "advocates",and,also by ambi-
:

valence', especially on the part of scientist experts. Many of
S

the latter often, and appropriately, have serious reservations

aIou't extrapolating from available data to complex social propo

sitions. AS a Consequence, they question the.legitimacy of psycho-

logIsts leaving the worli of scientific jdurnars and monographs

and engaging in the world of social policy. Other researcher's,
-W

giten the same data base, have no hesitation in asserting "scientifi

justification for a major social policy pdsition. Still Other,

researchers, perhaps reluctantly, assume the mantle ofsocial

responsibility and act as spokespeople for the scientific profes-

sional, with the implicit assumption of the irrelevancy of the

wealth of-practitioner observations. -3

As a consequente, when not haphazard, the participation "of.

psychologists in the policy process has been elitist and restric-

. tive. We recognize that scientific issues Cannot be resolved by 4,
a democratic vote. At the same time, it must aiso be reco4nize,d

,1

that cOlensus'among investigators plays an important role in the

scientific process .of winnowing fact from fiction. In addition,

and most .important, the'current state of. knowledge regarding the

development of the child allows for -v little expression'of .

1 . . .

scientific certainties. Under these cumstances, the judgment.'

of many psychologists, including practitioners, become pertinent.'.

17,
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A mechanism is needed that wo ld facilitate the participation of .

the psychological community in policy making prOcess_and that ,,

would proVide a conduii.to the policy makers for the transmissionwould
. .

of professional judgments regarding poliby Ilssues.pertaining to
,

,

children. One of the important consequences of such an endeavor.
.

is that differing values, as well as differing interpretations

of extant. data, would be communicated. - Given the state of
.

scientifi.a and clinicil knowledge of children and their settings,,

and the loW probability of definitili data in the very near.
o'',

. .v ..., . .

.

.

future, values, explicit or implicit, inevitably enter into 'the

,evalliatfoi-I. process.

What is required then,-is a structure by which all psychologiSts

who deal with children have an opportunity to participate in the
4

policy dialogue. The open workshops on social policy affecting

children that were held just prior to the 1577 meetings of the

Society-for Research in Child Development are an example and,a

step in the direction we are advocating. However, conventiqn

participation is of necessity limited--limited in time and itten- .

dance. The Association for the Advancement of Psychology pro'videS
.

""ii-eky useful forum for the interchange between psychology and legis-

latures. Psychologists have input into this;i erdhange through
.

their elected trustees, through volunteer activity and through
t .

survey responses. Organization at local levels'ofpsychologists,

with feedback of eXpert judgments, and advocacy positions to AAP or
A

a central APA group, would provide the range of views required,to .

arrive at.representative judgmeits. Equally important, it would

--18
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,offer a mechanism by -which psychologists can become involved in .
the enatrent. ferment of policy consideration' affecting _chiral&

bivision 9 AI APA,, ,SPSSI, has organi4ed local chapter5 that.
.

concern themselves with 'a varilety of loc,a1 and national issues .to

psychological' knowledge is .germane:( .The SPSSI model can
. ;

.be profitably extended' tor other divisions Of .APA that are concerned
.., , Ili . : 1

n O

with children's issues.' Each 'division might appoint' a divisional-,, 4 I 0I l'.
k W

0

'OP. ' . '. . . . Ii

tlevel.., policy..committee 0,;iniight noMinate members to' a central APA,., 1 ,...
'ttiotnittee.: The function lit, the APA level committee Would' be to.,(1 .. I--

0 I.
%

, . 0
. . ,

0 , 0 '. t s
A

t

oigardie -anclieummaillze the stateinents,eceived from lock cll-apters,.
e . ., s

',
4. 1 .

k 0 .,The APA 'committee v children'is- ibp.libipwould altb distribute to. ..
:- ,-

4
.

the local 4oinriiitteds -,i 'set o?'poloy quest =ions for -their considera-.. .

. A . ,
t,i' o, n,

. The' 'lc4 ..e..
r
k

.

f
, r

e
o

u..

.

i g.e ,
.

n,

'e.ed no,t
,.

Vest i ct t.
he

n,selves s, ol e l
' r

y,.
r

(to tl)e' .imlicated tdiD'ics blii "Ocru.id;:eelriew other issues that' have /
.

spediel local-relevance It
)

,i..

0

s ,t- i=, ue ; thr a' t- he s e local chapters -

-'' might 'tie made up-.of e 'pOtpOtirri ,p,f developmental psychologists'
.<

, .

who. call : theuiVelves-,.boic 'scientists, Applied, researchers, early
' .!.

childhObeecfuCatdrs,' teAchers,. and :administrators.
, e . e

.
..

Howevqr,, 4...Thether.-tir. not: the .."meltfirig.-pot theory will apply to this
f"i

, y % . .mix. of populations,. they haVe sOrnthipifos 'to lear.n.'frOm each, other,

and our thinl>ing* an'd advocacy regarding pdiicies affecting children
I .,-

.. .

silould be the better for 'it. ,
I

, i , I
o i\ In the .last analy,,Cisi we, are all *advocates, :either, through

, ',. .
. .

conscious' support ,of` apiarticular, poliCy or through passive in'aCtion.
. 4

Inasmuch as ....le.are, professionals who, .through practice or research,
. - . , f . , . r( :. - ,

are involved with c,hildren, .a conscious"-and shared articulation and
I .

W'formulation of policy .issues would seein the appropriate patfi to
, 0

. t - 1PUTSUq... * ..
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